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ABSTRACT

Videos taken under low lighting condition usually have se-
rious loss of visibility and contrast and are inconvenient for
observation and analysis.. To solve this problem, this paper
presents a real-time night video enhancement approach. As
observed that a pixel-wise inversion of a night video has quite
similar appearance with the video acquired at foggy days, we
use the similar idea of haze removal method to enhance the
perceptual quality of the night videos. We present an im-
proved dark channel prior model and integrate it with local s-
moothing and image Gaussian Pyramid operators. The exper-
imental results demonstrate that the proposed approach can
improve the perceptual quality of night videos in real-time in
terms of not only enhancing details, but also effectively avoid-
ing excessive enhancement phenomenon.

Index Terms— night video enhancement, dark channel
prior, local smoothing, Gaussian pyramid

1. INTRODUCTION

Because of insufficient or uneven illumination at night, the
majority of professional or portable cameras widely used
in vision systems cannot capture satisfactory videos. Night
video enhancement, improving the perceptual quality of night
videos using computer vision techniques, is a hot and chal-
lenging research topic in computer vision community due
to its wide applications in video surveillance, night driving,
forensics, filmmaking and so on.

Over the past few years, a variety of algorithms used to en-
hance night images and videos have been proposed in the lit-
eratures [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. According to the input sources,
these approaches can be roughly grouped into two classes.
Some approaches use far and near infrared images [1, 2], and
some others use visible light images [3, 4, 5]. Far and near in-
frared imaging systems only capture the objects with higher
temperature than their surroundings. They usually have high-
er prices than traditional visible cameras. This disadvantage
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(a) Input image (b) Enhanced image

Fig. 1. An example of the enhanced results obtained by the
proposed method.

limits the scope of their applications and future developmen-
t. When visible cameras are used, traditional image process-
ing methods such as histogram equalization, gamma correc-
tion and tone-mapping [6]can be used to enhance the contrast
and visibility of the low lighting images. Although reported
pleasing results for low lighting images and videos, they stil-
l inevitably introduce undesirable halo effects and excessive
enhancement phenomenon [3, 5]. Due to the use of complex
image processing techniques, they are also time-consuming
and can not be used for real-time applications [5, 7].

Dong et al. [3] observed that a pixel-wise inversion of a
night video has quite similar appearance with the video ac-
quired at foggy days. They used a haze removal algorithm [9]
based on dark channel prior to enhance low lighting videos
and high dynamic range videos. Although the motivation is
rational, Dong et al.’s method also either loses some details
or gets excessive enhancement. The main reason is that dark
channel prior model has poor adaptability in the area contain-
ing the details and high lightness for the night videos.

In this paper, we present a real-time night video en-
hancement approach using an improved dark channel prior
model based on atmospheric scattering model proposed by
Koschmieder in [10]. It has low computational complexity
and straightforward motivation. First, the input night video
is preprocessed through pixel-wise inverting. Then, we cal-
culate the global atmospheric light which indicates the con-
centration of fog for the whole video, and use the improved
dark channel prior to estimate medium transmission for the
inversion of each input frame. With the global atmospheric
light and transmission, we calculate the enhanced inversion.



Finally, post-processing is applied to obtain the enhanced
videos. In Fig. 1, we show an example of using the proposed
method for low lighting image enhancement.

The rest of this paper is organized as the following. Sec-
tion 2 describes the proposed night video enhancement ap-
proach in details. Experimental results are presented in Sec-
tion 3. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

2.1. Overview

Dong et al. [3] observed that a pixel-wise inversion of a night
video has quite similar appearance with the video acquired
at foggy days. They examined the statistical similarity be-
tween the pixel-wise inversion of the night video and the fog-
gy video and claimed that it is conceivable to use haze re-
moval algorithm to enhance the night video. For a color in-
put image I(x), the pixel-wise inversion of its channel c ∈
{r, g, b} can be calculated as

Icinv(x) = 255− Ic(x) (1)

Based on the above observation, we introduce the image
degradation model proposed in [10], which is formulated as
follows:

Iinv(x) = Jinv(x)t(x) +A(1− t(x)) (2)

where Jinv(x) is the scene radiance, t(x) is the medium
transmission, and A is the global atmospheric light. Once
knowing A and t(x), we can obtain Jinv(x) from Iinv(x) as
follows:

Jinv(x) =
Iinv(x)−A

t(x)
+A (3)

And then, we convert Jinv(x) to get the final enhanced frame.
To achieve this end, we need to estimate the image degra-

dation model (Eq. 2) including the global atmospheric light
and medium transmission parameters. In the following sub-
sections, we will present how to estimate these parameters as
well as how to obtain the final enhanced video.

2.2. Estimating the global atmospheric light

As mentioned above, we can obtain the pixel-wise inversion
of each frame of the the input video using Eq. 1. Then the
next task is to estimate the global atmospheric light.

In real-world night video, noise interference or camera
shake may lead to unstable atmospheric light value and bring
in color drift and unpleasant scintillation. Therefore, estimat-
ing A frame-wise using the method proposed in [9] is not a
befitting scheme for video enhancement. On other hand, the
exact methods for estimating A presented in [11] always be
time-consuming and they cannot be applied in real-time sys-
tems. Dong et al. calculates atmospheric light only once for

the first frame of a Group of Pictures (GOP), and for succes-
sive GOPs, they obtain updated atmospheric light through a
weighted combination way. However, the noise may confuse
the atmospheric light since they only have once calculation
process for a GOP.

Intuitively, we always can find a few dark patches whose
inversion always contain atmospheric light in each original
frame. Hence, we assume that the pixels which correspond
to atmospheric light should be located in a large smooth area,
and for a period of time, the atmospheric light has no change.
Furthermore, taking into account the influence of noise, we
can calculate global atmospheric lightA as follows.

Firstly, we only calculate the minimum in three color
channels as

Imin(x) = min
c∈{r,g,b}

(Icinv(x)) (4)

In Imin(x), there are always a lot noise points and some inter-
ference areas. Hence, we furthermore use median filter here
to smooth it and reveal the atmospheric light areas. Then, we
choose the pixel whose minimum intensity in all color chan-
nels is the highest in the smoothed Imin(x). In the proposed
approach, we only calculate A in the first five frames and take
their average as the global atmospheric light for a input video.

2.3. Estimating medium transmission using an improving
dark channel prior

After obtaining the global atmospheric light, we can estimate
the transmission. In a general way, we assume that the pix-
els on the same object should have the same or similar depth
values. In addition, as showed in Eq. 3, if local details of the
transmission map are closer to the input image, the restored
image will lose details more easily. Hence, we improve the
dark channel prior (DCP) originally proposed in [9] to main-
tain t(x) locally as smooth as possible as follows.

First, we loosen the constraints of the DCP as

Ĩdark(x) = min
c∈{r,g,b}

(
Icinv(x)

Ac

)
(5)

we call Ĩdark(x) coarse dark-channel-map (DCM). Accord-
ing to the physical characteristics of foggy image formation
and DCP, we can get a strict constraint:

0 ≤ Idark(x) ≤ Ĩdark(x) (6)

where Idark(x) is the optimized dark-channel-map.
For the aim of smoothing the coarse DCM and accelerate

processing process, we introduce Gaussian pyramid operation
here. We establish image gaussian pyramid for Ĩdark(x), and
the following processes are all applied on the top layer. Then,
we process it using median filter

Imed(x) = MedS

(
Ĩdark(x)

)
(7)



where S is the scale of the median filter.
To make t(x) locally smooth while maintaining the edges,

we need wipe off the details in Imed(x). First, we use local
standard deviation to estimate the local details approximative-
ly. Moreover, the median filter can enhance the robustness of
local details approximation. Such calculation process can be
expressed as

Idetail(x) = MedS

(∣∣∣Imed(x)− Ĩdark(x)
∣∣∣) (8)

Then, we can remove local details from Imed(x) using

Ismooth(x) = Imed(x)− Idetail(x) (9)

Thinking about the constraint in Eq. 6, we can further opti-
mize the coarse DCM as follows

Idark(x) =

{
µĨdark(x) if µĨdark(x) < Ismooth(x)

Ismooth(x) others
(10)

where Idark(x) is called the optimized DCM, and µ is a con-
stant parameter that controls the strength of the constraints.
In this work, we set µ to 0.95.

And then, we can calculate the transmission with the op-
timized DCM as DCP using

t(x) = 1.0− ωIdark(x) (11)

where ω is a parameter to adjust the value of t(x). In this
paper, we set it to 0.98.

2.4. Obtaining the enhanced result

Knowing the transmission map and global atmospheric light,
we can obtain the inversion of the enhanced result Jinv(x)
as Eq. 3. Unlike Dong et al.’s method, we do not need to
adjust the transmission map to regulate enhanced results. The
transmission map t(x) we got is adaptive to low lighting and
high lighting situations in night videos.

Once obtaining Jinv(x), we perform the inversion opera-
tion on it to get the final enhanced video frame

Jc(x) = 255.0− Jc
inv(x) (12)

The algorithm of the proposed method is outlined in Algo. 1.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1. Experimental setup

In our experiment, we evaluate the proposed method by test-
ing it on several image and video sets downloaded from the in-
ternet. We compare our method with Dong et al.’s method [3]
and He et al.’s method [9] processing the inversion of the in-
put in term of two aspects, namely the details and excessive
enhancement. Similar to the previous methods, we evaluate
the quality of the enhanced images and videos through sub-
jective evaluation.

Algorithm 1: Framework of the proposed approach

input : The input frame of the night video I
The parameters µ and ω

1 for i← 1 to 5 do
2 Converting I to get its inversion Iinv
3 Estimating A(i) from Iinv

4 A = 1
5

∑5
i=1 A

(i)

5 end
6 while i++ <=Maximum frame number do
7 Converting I to get its inversion Iinv

8 Ĩdark(x) = minc∈{r,g,b} (Iinv(x)/A
c)

9 Introducing Gaussian Pyramid operation here

10 Imed(x) = MedS

(
Ĩdark(x)

)
11 Idetail(x) = MedS

(∣∣∣Imed(x)− Ĩdark(x)
∣∣∣)

12 Ismooth(x) = Imed(x)− Idetail(x)

13 Idark(x) = min
(
µĨdark(x), Ismooth(x)

)
14 t(x) = 1.0− ωIdark(x)
15 Jinv(x) = (Iinv(x)−A) /t(x) +A
16 J(x) = 255.0− Jinv(x)

output: The enhanced video frame J (i)(x)
17 end

Fig. 2. Example frames of night video enhancement. They
are 1, 10 and 19 frame respectively

3.2. Comparison results

In Fig. 2, we show a few frames of an enhanced video ob-
tained by the proposed method. As we can see, our method
significantly improves both the quality and visibility of the
video. It almost does not produce color drift and transition
between any two frames. From the whole image, we can find
that more details displayed and their original brightness kept
in the high brightness areas accurately.

In Fig. 3, we make a comparison between our method and



(a) Original image (b) Dong et al.'s result 

(c) Our result (d) Magnified details

Fig. 3. Comparison between our method and Dong et al.’s
method [3]

(a) Original image (b) He et al.’s result

(c) Dong et al.’s result (d) Our result

Fig. 4. Comparison of the proposed method with other meth-
ods.

Dong et al.’s method. From the comparison result, we find
that our results keep more local details. For clear demonstra-
tion, we respectively magnify the region marked in red rect-
angular boxes. In the figure at bottom right corner, the first
corresponds to our result and the other corresponds to Dong
et al.’s result. We can see that the text can still be identified in
our result, but in Dong et al.’s result, it becomes not visible.

Furthermore, In Fig. 4, we compare our method with
some other methods. From the comparison, we find that the
car lights in our results keep natural appearance as shown in
Fig.4(d). However, the He et al.’s result as shown in Fig.4(b)
and Dong et al.’s result as shown in Fig.4(c) become blurry.
This comparison indicates that our method can efficiently
avoid excessive enhancement and keep enhanced image more

Fig. 5. Enhanced images of our method. The first column is
the input, and the second column is the output.

natural. In Fig. 5, we show more enhanced images obtained
by our method.

Table 1. Comparison of average running speed.
Method He et al.’s method Dong et al.’s method Ours
Speed (frames/second) 0.06 23 33

We also compare the average running speed of our method
and two baseline methods on a Windows PC using C++ pro-
gram (Intel Core 4 Duo 3.0 GHz processor with 4G RAM).
As we can see from table 1, our method can achieve real-
time processing speed when testing it on the video size of
800 × 600. Dong et al’s method is also real-time but slower
than ours. However, He et al’s method is only 0.06 frames per
second which is extremely far away from being real-time.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented a real-time night video enhance-
ment algorithm, which is based on the motivation that a pixel-
wise inversion of a night video has similar appearance with
the video acquired at foggy days. We present an improved
dark channel prior model and combine it with local smooth-
ing and image Gaussian Pyramid operators to enhance the
perceptual quality of night videos. Experimental results show
that the proposed method is capable of enhancing local details
while avoiding excessive enhancement. Compared with state-
of-the-art methods, the proposed method can achieve more
superior performance and real-time processing speed.
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